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The hospitality industry employs over two million people in the UK, making it one
of the biggest sectors of the economy. Kogan Page Guide to Working in the
Hospitality Industry offers explanations of the job roles possible in this diverse
field, together with information on qualifications.
BTEC First Award Edexcel Application of ScienceBTEC First Applied
ScienceStudent bookCollins Educational
A clearly written and easily accessible textbook that encourages independent
study, covering all the core material required for the BTEC First Certificate and
Diploma. Knowledge-check questions and activities are included throughout,
along with review questions and worked mathematical examples, all of which
relate to real-world engineering contexts. Students will gain a valuable insight into
various areas of engineering technology and related industries, providing a
potential springboard to further training, qualifications, or suitable employment.
For those students wishing to progress to BTEC National, this textbook covers all
the vital material required as a prerequisite to NVQ Level 3. New in this edition: *
Updated in line with the 2010 changes to the BTEC First specifications * Includes
detailed information on assessment, featuring example questions and answers *
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Layout and design changes provide extra clarity
This Low Priced Edition is only for sale in Africa, the Middle East, selected
Eastern European countries and other countries at the discretion of the publisher.
Please contact the Elsevier Books Customer Services team to obtain a list of the
countries eligible. In all other countries the regular edition is available with the
ISBN 0-7506-6822-9. Elsevier Books Customer Service Phone: +44 1865
474100, Fax: +44 1865 474101 Email: internationalenquiries@elsevier.com
Building Construction Handbook provides extensive coverage of building
construction practice, processes and techniques, representing established
procedures as well as those associated with recent amendments to the Building
Regulations, British and European Standards and other related references. This
approach, combined with the presentation of information in a highly illustrated
and unique visual style, has proven this text to be a vital learning resource for
thousands of building construction students, and an essential reference for
professionals. The sixth edition has been updated and expanded to take into
account many aspects of the new and revised Building Regulations and
associated Approved Documents as applied to working practice; in particular,
construction requirements for conserving and economising energy and reducing
atmospheric pollution (as this relates to Building Regulations Part L Page 2/22
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Conservation of fuel and power). This new edition also develops existing topics,
including adaptation of buildings to ensure compatibility for the disabled, further
details of masonry construction, applications of steel reinforcement to concrete,
steel framed housing principles, sound insulation and additional details of
structural glazing. Throughout, reference to supplementary regulations and
standards are provided for further reading, and where appropriate, design
calculations are included. Online lecture resources are provided, with power point
slides available for a selection of topics, featuring essential illustrations for use
with presentations and handouts. The Handbook is an invaluable reference for
students. It consolidates several years of study material into one comprehensive
volume, suitable for a wide range of building and construction courses, including
NVQs in Construction and the Built Environment, BTEC Nationals and Higher
Nationals in Building Services Engineering, Construction and Civil Engineering,
as well as construction related undergraduate degrees (such as Built
Environment, Civil Engineering, Building Surveying, Construction Management,
Quantity Surveying, Building, Architectural Technology and Facilities
Management) and professional examinations. Roger Greeno is a well-known
author of construction texts. He has extensive practical and consultancy
experience in the industry, in addition to lecturing at several colleges of further
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and higher education, and the University of Portsmouth. He has also examined
for City & Guilds, Edexcel, the Chartered Institute of Building and the University
of Reading. Roy Chudley's books on Building Construction have helped
thousands of students gain their qualifications and pass exams. He was formerly
a Senior Lecturer at Guildford College. * Updated in line with key changes to the
building regulations, including Ventilation (Part F), Conservation of Energy (Part
L), Part M - Disabled Access, and Part P - Electrical Installation Work * Follows
the same unique visual style as its companion title Building Services Handbook
(Hall & Greeno) - creates an easily accessible text * Website lecture support
material: sets of power point slides for a selection of building services areas
featuring essential illustrations, for use with presentations and handouts
Used alongside the students' text, BTEC First in ICT for Practitioners, this pack
offers an essential suite of photocopiable handouts with student activities and
case studies for the compulsory core units and selected specialist units of the
2006 BTEC First in ICT for Practitioners schemes from Edexcel. Full coverage is
given to the core units of the Certificate and Diploma (units 1 and 2) and to the
selected specialist units covered in the textbook: * Using ICT to Present
Information (Unit 1) * Introduction to Computer Systems (Unit 2) * Website
Development (Unit 4) * Networking Essentials (Unit 6) * Database Software (Unit
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9) * Spreadsheet Software (Unit 10) * ICT Graphics (Unit 18) In addition, the ICT
Project (Unit 3) is supported with handouts with activities to guide students
through project planning and problem solving techniques. Also available in
electronic form on the CD-ROM, this pack will save teachers and course teams
many hours work preparing handouts and assignments and is freely
photocopiable within the purchasing institution. The CD-ROM also contains
selected illustrations from the textbooks for lecturers to use in their own
presentations and handouts. Sharon Yull is a Senior Lecturer at City College
Norwich and a Senior Subject Examiner for Higher Nationals in Computing for
Edexcel. Sharon also runs the Training and Education Company, an IT and
education consultancy and has written books for other BTEC IT qualifications.
Over the last decade as the importance of vocational qualifications has been
firmly established, the system has become increasingly complex and hard to
grasp. Now in its sixth edition, this popular and accessible reference book
provides up-to-date information on over 3500 vocational qualifications in the UK.
Divided into five parts, the first clarifies the role of the accrediting and major
awarding bodies and explains the main types of vocational qualifications
available. A directory then lists over 3500 vocational qualifications, classified by
professional and career area, giving details of type of qualification, title, level,
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awarding body and, where possible, the course code and content. The third
section comprises a glossary of acronyms used, together with a comprehensive
list of awarding bodies, industry lead bodies, professional institutes and
associations, with their contact details. Section four is a directory of colleges
offering vocational qualifications in the UK, arranged alphabetically by area.
Finally, section five is an index of all qualifications, listed alphabetically by title.
Higher Engineering Science aims to provide students with an understanding of
the scientific principles that underpin the design and operation of modern
engineering systems. It builds a sound scientific foundation for further study of
electronics, electrical engineering and mechanical engineering. The text is ideal
for students, including numerous features designed to aid student learning and
put theory into practice: Worked examples with step-by-step guidance and hints.
Highlighted key facts and points of interest. Self-check questions included
throughout the text. Problems sections with full answers supplied. The new
edition has been designed specifically to cater for the compulsory core
Engineering Science unit for HNC and HND qualifications, and updated
throughout to match the syllabus of the new BTEC Higher National Engineering
schemes from Edexcel. Further worked examples, applications, case studies and
assignments have also been incorporated into this second edition. Assuming a
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minimum of prior knowledge, the book has been written to suit courses with an
intake from a range of educational backgrounds, and will also prove ideal for
introductory science modules in degree courses.
With the relevant use of internet technologies such as Web 2.0 tools, e-learning
can be a way to teach students anywhere at any time. Quality internet connection
and a mobile device, such as a smartphone or tablet, offer students the
capacities to grow along with knowledge, lectures, and helpful advice for learning
in good conditions. Advanced Web Applications and Progressing E-Learning 2.0
Technologies in Higher Education is an essential reference source providing
relevant theoretical frameworks and the latest empirical research findings in elearning and mobile learning in modern higher education and its applications in
other professional fields such as medical education. Featuring research on topics
such as m-learning, knowledge management technologies, computer graphics,
image processing, and web-based communities, this book is ideally designed for
professionals and researchers seeking coverage on education, adult education,
sociology, computer science, and information technology.
John Ridley provides comprehensive information on usage, design and
programming for the Mitsubishi FX range of programmable logic controllers, in
this step-by-step, practical guide. Professional engineers working with Mitsubishi
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PLCs, as well as students following courses focusing on these devices, will find
this book to be an essential resource for this popular PLC family. Numerous
worked examples and assignments are included, to reinforce the practical
application of these devices, widely used in industry. Fully updated throughout
from coverage of the FX PLC to now cover the FxN PLC family from Mitsubishi,
John Ridley also focuses on use of the Fx2N - the most powerful and diverse in
function of this PLC group. The second edition contains advanced topics along
with numerous ladder diagrams and illustrative examples. A hands-on approach
to the programming, design and application of FX PLC based systems
Programmed using GX Developer software - used worldwide for the whole range
of the FX PLC family Covers Ladder Logic tester - the GX developer simulator
that enables students and designers to test and debug their programs without a
PLC
A student-centred approach with activities, progress check questions and key
terms highlighted. Highly illustrated and practical approach. An essential text
covering the Level 3 NVQ units related to body massage and aromatherapy.
Emphasis on good practice.
Higher Engineering Science aims to provide students with an understanding of
the scientific principles that underpin the design and operation of modern
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engineering systems. It builds a sound scientific foundation for further study of
electronics, electrical engineering and mechanical engineering. The text is ideal
for students, including numerous features designed to aid student learning and
put theory into practice: * Worked examples with step-by-step guidance and hints
* Highlighted key points, applications and practical activities * Self-check
questions included throughout the text * Problems sections with full answers
supplied Further worked examples, applications, case studies and assignments
have also been incorporated into this second edition. Assuming a minimum of
prior knowledge, the book has been written to suit courses with an intake from a
range of educational backgrounds. The new edition has been designed
specifically to cater for the compulsory core Engineering Science unit for HNC
and HND qualifications, and updated throughout to match the syllabus of the new
BTEC Higher National Engineering schemes from Edexcel. It will also prove ideal
for introductory science modules in degree courses.
This book studies the techniques of construction technology and services, and
the principles of environmental and materials science and their applications. It
also studies the nature and the historical development of the built environment
together with the roles of people working in the construction industry. This wide
range of topics is of practical use to students and practitioners studying and
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working in building construction, civil engineering, surveying, planning and
development. The style of writing is kept simple and supported by a clear
explanations, a structured layout, practical examples and diagrams. Includes
definitions, checklists and keyword summaries to help students preparing for
tests, examinations and assignments.
Neuroscience research deals with the physiology, biochemistry, anatomy and molecular
biology of neurons and neural circuits and especially their association with behavior and
learning. Of late, neuroscience research is playing a pivotal role in industry, science writing,
government program management, science advocacy, and education. In the process of
learning as experiencing knowledge, the human brain plays a vital role as the central
governing system to map the images of learning in the human brain which may be called
educational neuroscience. It provides means to develop a common language and bridge the
gulf between educators, psychologists and neuroscientists. The emerging field of educational
neuroscience presents opportunities as well as challenges for education, especially when it
comes to assess the learning disorders and learning intentions of the students. The most
effective learning involves recruiting multiple regions of the brain for the learning task. These
regions are associated with such functions as memory, the various senses, volitional control,
and higher levels of cognitive functioning. By considering biological factors, research has
advanced the understanding of specific learning difficulties, such as dyslexia and dyscalculia.
Likewise, neuroscience is uncovering why certain types of learning are more rewarding than
others. Of late, a lot of research has gone in the field of neural networks and deep learning. It
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is worthwhile to consider these research areas in investigating the interplay between the
human brain and human formal/natural learning. This book is intended to bring together the
recent advances in neuroscience research and their influence on the evolving learning systems
with special emphasis on the evolution of a learner-centric framework in outcome based
education by taking into cognizance the learning abilities and intentions of the learners.
BTEC First ICT Practitioners is a key new course book for the 2006 BTEC First ICT
Practitioner schemes from Edexcel. Full coverage is given to the core units of the Certificate
and Diploma (units 1 and 2) and to selected specialist units: * Using ICT to Present Information
(Unit 1) * Introduction to Computer Systems (Unit 2) * Website Development (Unit 4) *
Networking Essentials (Unit 6) * Database Software (Unit 9) * Spreadsheet Software (Unit 10) *
ICT Graphics (Unit 18) Each chapter in the textbook corresponds to one of these units of the
syllabus. Students of BTEC First ICT programmes will find this text essential reading for the
duration of their study - all the core material they will be following throughout their course is
included in this book. Each chapter includes numerous illustrations, learning outcome
summaries, definitions, learner activities, test your knowledge quiz questions and exercises.
The result is a clear, straightforward and easily accessible text, which encourages independent
study and acts as a reference to various topics within the qualification. The choice of specialist
units reflects the breadth of Information and Communication Technology, rather than focusing
on specific computing areas such as hardware and programming, and puts the emphasis on
practical rather than academic units. It provides students with an excellent portfolio of
knowledge and skills that will enable them to progress onto higher qualifications, such as the
BTEC National, AS and A2, or to suitable employment within the ICT sector. Sharon Yull is a
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Senior Lecturer at City College Norwich and a Senior Subject Examiner for Higher Nationals in
Computing for Edexcel. Sharon also runs the Training and Education Company, an IT and
education consultancy, and has written books for other BTEC IT qualifications. * Chapter by
chapter coverage of the compulsory core units and selected specialist units of the 2006 BTEC
Firsts in ICT for Practitioners * The specialist units have been chosen with a view to develop
practical skills and to reflect the breadth of ICT * Student-friendly text with numerous
illustrations, definitions, activities, quiz questions, and exercises
Updated to match the new 2012 specifications for Principles of Applied Science & Application
of Science, this bright and engaging student book presents science in real contexts at a
suitable level for BTEC to support new assessments and progression from Pass to Merit and
Distinction. This book is endorsed by Edexcel.
This comprehensive teacher pack, checked and endorsed by Edexcel, includes detailed lesson
plans, assignments and worksheets covering all Pass, Merit and Distinction criteria, supported
by easy-to-use administrative tools.
This student book supports the level 1/level 2 BTEC First Award in Applied Science - Principles
of Applied Science NQF specification for first teaching from September 2012. The book covers
all four mandatory units so learners have relevant and specific content to complete the new
2012 award.
Used alongside the students' text, Higher National Engineering 2nd edition, this pack offers a
complete suite of lecturer resource material and photocopiable handouts for the compulsory
core units of the 2003 BTEC Higher Nationals in Engineering. Full coverage is given of the
common core units for HNC/D (units 1 - 3) for all pathways, as well as the two different
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Engineering Principles units (unit 5) for mechanical and electrical/electronic engineering, and
the additional unit required at HND for these pathways (Engineering Design - unit 6). The
authors provide all the resources needed by a busy lecturer, as well as a bank of studentcentred practical work and revision material, which will enable students to gain the skills,
knowledge and understanding they require. This pack will save a course team many hours'
work preparing handouts and assignments, and is freely photocopiable within the purchasing
institution. The pack includes: * Exercises to support and develop work in the accompanying
student text * Planned projects which will enable students to display a wide range of skills and
use their own initiative * Reference material for use as hand-outs * Background on running the
new HNC/HND courses * Tutor's notes supporting activities in the students' book and resource
pack * All the essential material for running a course in the 2003 Higher National Engineering
qualification from Edexcel * Full coverage of the compulsory core units for both Certificate and
Diploma * Freely photocopiable within the purchasing institution, this pack will save a course
team many hours' work preparing handouts and assignments

Mike Tooley’s accessible, activity-based approach introduces students to engineering
and the pivotal role it plays in the modern world, as well as providing opportunities to
develop engineering skills and acquire the knowledge needed for the latest GCSE
schemes from Edexcel, OCR and AQA. This book builds on the success of Mike
Tooley’s GNVQ and BTEC National Engineering texts, which have helped thousands
of students to gain their first engineering qualification. The text, case studies, activities
and review questions included throughout this book are designed to encourage
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students to explore engineering for themselves through a variety of different learning
experiences. The practical process of designing and making a product offers the
chance to develop the skills of engineering drawing, basic electronics and workshop
techniques. Case studies, and research work using the internet and other sources,
introduce the wide variety of engineering sectors and employment, from the automotive
industry to telecommunications. With the first three chapters matched to the assessed
units of the GCSE programme, the second edition also includes an additional topicbased chapter introducing the essential maths and science required for the successful
study of engineering. All examples relate directly to engineering applications,
emphasising the use of maths and science in the understanding of fundamental
engineering concepts. New topics include: units; formulae; measurement; data; linear
and angular motion; force, mass and acceleration; and properties of engineering
materials. Mike Tooley is formerly Director of Learning at Brooklands College, Surrey,
and is the author of many best-selling engineering and electronics books.
'Public House & Beverage Management' provides students with a practical guide to the
management aspects of the licensed trade industry. 'Public House & Beverage
Management' introduces students to: * Key players * Variations in service offer * Types
of management arrangement (managed, leased, tenanted, franchise, freehouse) *
Customers and segments * Labour markets and employees * Key elements in the
business units * Retailing skills. The combined experiences of the authors are reflected
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in the text, as between them they have a vast range of experience as: publican,
hotelier, chef and sommelier. Enhanced by this is their teaching and research covering
food service, cellar management, marketing and wines and spirit education.
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
A clearly written and easily accessible textbook that encourages independent study,
covering all the core material required for the BTEC First Certificate and Diploma.
Knowledge-check questions and activities are included throughout, along with review
questions and worked mathematical examples, all of which relate to real-world
engineering contexts. Students will gain a valuable insight into various areas of
engineering technology and related industries, providing a potential springboard to
further training, qualifications, or suitable employment. For those students wishing to
progress to BTEC National, this textbook covers all the vital material required as a
prerequisite to NVQ Level 3. New in this edition: • Updated in line with the 2010
changes to the BTEC First specifications • Includes detailed information on
assessment, featuring example questions and answers • Layout and design changes
provide extra clarity
The National Council for Higher Education (NCHE) and the Growth of the University
Sub-sector in Uganda, 2002-2012, narrates the experience of the Ugandan NCHE in
the establishment, development and regulation of higher education institutions in
Uganda from 2002 to 2012. In this period, student numbers in higher education
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institutions increased from about 65,000 to some 200,000 and university institutions
from about ten to more than triple the number. The book discusses the role of a
regulatory agency in the delivery of higher education, the relations of universities and
colleges with such an agency, its impact on developing university capacities, and
leadership in creating and refining higher education ideas. The experience of Uganda’s
regulatory agency, the NCHE, in those ten years should help both the Ugandan and
other African countries’ higher education stakeholders in sharing lessons learned from
this one case study. The author sees the roles of regulatory agencies as vital in the
initial stages of building a higher education sub-sector and in periods of system
transitions such as the current journey from elite to mass systems but is of the view that
the university remains the home of knowledge creation, dissemination, and its
application in society.
"BTEC First Engineering" is a key course book covering the compulsory core units of
the 2006 BTEC First Engineering schemes from Edexcel. Full coverage is given to the
common core units of the Certificate / Diploma (units 1 and 2), plus the additional
compulsory units for Diploma students (units 3 and 4), for all pathways. It also covers
the three common specialist option units found within each pathway: Selecting
Engineering Materials (unit 8), Using Computer Aided Drawing Techniques in
Engineering (unit 10), and Electronic Circuit Construction and Testing (unit 19). BTEC
First Engineering students will find this a clear, straightforward and easily accessible
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text, which encourages independent study and covers all the core material they will be
following throughout their course. Knowledge-check questions and activities are
included throughout, along with review questions, innovative Another View features,
and worked mathematical examples, all of which relate to real-world engineering
contexts. Students will gain a valuable insight into various areas of engineering
technology and related industries, providing a potential springboard to further training,
eventual progression to qualifications within higher education, or to suitable
employment. For those students wishing to progress to BTEC National, this text covers
all the vital material required as a prerequisite for progression to NQF Level 3. The
book is supported with extensive online resources. At http: //www.key2study.com
students will find: a 2D CAD package that can be used to carry out the practical CAD
activities described in the book downloadable CAD drawing templates and Visio symbol
libraries an engineering materials database which can be modified and added to by
students spreadsheets for solving some common engineering calculations additional
software and an on-line quiz for unit 19. In addition, for lecturers only, http:
//textbooks.elsevier.com has answers to the review questions in units 3 and 4. A
Curriculum Support Pack by the same author is also available for purchase. This pack
offers an essential suite of teaching resource material and photocopiable handouts for
the compulsory core units of the 2006 BTEC First Engineering schemes from Edexcel.
Full coverage is given to the common core units of the Certificate / Diploma (units 1 and
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2), plus the additional compulsory units for Diploma students (units 3 and 4), for all
pathways. Mike Tooley is formerly Vice Principal and Head of Faculty of Engineering at
Brooklands College, Surrey, and is the author of many best-selling engineering books. *
Chapter by chapter match to the compulsory core units of the new BTEC First Awards
in Engineering * Additional coverage of the common specialist units featured within all
pathways of the syllabus * Packed with features to encourage learning - knowledgechecks, activities and practice questions - and complete with additional resources
available for download, for both lecturers and students
Preface Aims This book has the aims of covering the new specification of the Edexcel
Level 4 BTEC units of Instrumentation and Control Principles and Control Systems and
Automation for the Higher National Certificates and Diplomas in Engineering and also
providing a basic introduction to instrumentation and control systems for
undergraduates. The book aims to give an appreciation of the principles of industrial
instrumentation and an insight into the principles involved in control engineering.
Structure of the book The book has been designed to give a clear exposition and guide
readers through the principles involved in the design and use of instrumentation and
control systems, reviewing background principles where necessary. Each chapter
includes worked examples, multiple-choice questions and problems; answers are
supplied to all questions and problems. There are numerous case studies in the text
and application notes indicating applications of the principles. Coverage of Edexcel
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units Basically, the Edexcel unit Instrumentation and Control Principles is covered by
chapters 1 to 6 with the unit Control Systems and Automation being covered by
chapters 8 to 13 with chapter 5 including the overlap between the two units. Chapter 7
on PLCs is included to broaden the coverage of the book from these units.
Performance outcomes The following indicate the outcomes for which each chapter has
been planned. At the end of the chapters the reader should be able to: Chapter J:
Measurement systems Read and interpret performance terminology used in the
specifications of instrumentation. Chapter 2: Instrumentation system elements Describe
and evaluate sensors, signal processing and display elements commonly used with
instrumentation used in the X Preface measurement of position, rotational speed,
pressure, flow, liquid level and temperature. Chapter 2: Instrumentation case studies
Explain how system elements are combined in instrumentation for some commonly
encountered measiu-ements. Chapter 4: Control systems Explain what is meant by
open and closed-loop control systems, the differences in performance between such
systems and explain the principles involved in some simple examples of such systems.
Chapter 5: Process controllers Describe the function and terminology of a process
controller and the use of proportional, derivative and integral control laws. Explain PID
control and how such a controller can be tuned. Chapter 6: Correction elements
Describe conunon forms of correction/regulating elements used in control systems.
Describe the forms of commonly used pneumatic/hydraulic and electric correction
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elements. Chapter 7: PLC systems Describe the functions of logic gates and the use of
truth tables. Describe the basic elements involved with PLC systems and devise
programs for them to carry out simple control tasks. Chapter 8: System models Explain
how models for physical systems can be constructed in terms of simple building blocks.
Chapter 9: Transfer function Define the term transfer function and explain how it used
to relate outputs to inputs for systems. Use block diagram simplification techniques to
aid in the evaluation of the overall transfer function of a number of system elements.
Chapter 10: System response Use Laplace transforms to determine the response of
systems to common forms of inputs. Use system parameters to describe the
performance of systems when subject to a step input. Analyse systems and obtain
values for system parameters. Explain the properties determining the stability of
systems. Chapter 11: Frequency response Explain how the frequency response
function can be obtained for a system from its transfer function. Construct Bode plots
from a knowledge of the transfer function. Use Bode plots for first and second-order
systems to describe their frequency response. Use practically obtained Bode plots to
deduce the form of the transfer function of a system. Preface xi Compare compensation
techniques. Chapter 12: Nyquist diagrams Draw and interpret Nyquist diagrams.
Chapter 13: Controllers Explain the reasons for the choices of P, PI or PID controllers.
Explain the effect of dead time on the behaviour of a control system. Explain the uses
of cascade control and feedforward control. W. Bolton
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A comprehensive guide to full-time degree courses, institutions and towns in Britain.
Written in a user-friendly style with lively features to guide students through the course.
Fully revised throughout and contains new chapters on Understanding the Public
Sector and Teamwork in the Public Services. Completely re-structured to cover the new
grading criteria. Written by well-known author Nick Cullingworth. The most
comprehensive resource available for this course.
Study Skills Guide Your study Skills Guide is designed to help you develop the skills
you need to successfully complete your BTEC National course. It will help you to:
Understand the best way for you to learn Cope with assessments Manage your time
Get the most from your work experience Work in a team Use resources Find, organise
and interpret your information Make a presentation Get the most out of your BTEC With
plenty of activities and case studies to improve your understanding, your Study Skills
Guide will be a valuable companion as you work through the course. Includes: A full
sample assignment with advice on how you can improve your grade Lots of easilydigestible tips and ideas to help you on your way Write-in skills building section where
you can practice essential personal, learning and thinking skills and functional skills
In a single volume, the new edition of this guide gives comprehensive coverage of the
developments within the fast-changing field of professional, academic and vocational
qualifications.;Fully indexed, it provides details on all university awards and over 200
career fields, their professional and accrediting bodies, levels of membership and
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qualifications, and is a one-stop guide for careers advisors, students and parents. It
should also enable human resource managers to verify the qualifications of potential
employees.
GNVQ Construction and the Built Environment: Intermediate provides essential
coverage of the general skills, knowledge and understanding required for the four
mandatory units in the Intermediate GNVQ. The book covers all the underpinning
knowledge the student needs to know to satisfy the evidence indicators of the course
and this is reinforced by worked examples, short answer questions as well as some
more detailed assignments. This second edition has been revised in line with the 1997
content revision. Each chapter is written around the specifications of one unit and
includes: brief introduction key areas covered by the chapter list of key learning
objectives, drawn from the performance criteria key terms picked out in bold type, and
included in glossary student tasks interspersed throughout the text improved integration
of key skills While the text is primarily designed to satisfy the requirements of the
Intermediate GNVQ course, it can also be used as a reference source at Foundation
level.
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